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2.   Management 

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER 

XXX XXX, in 2016, started Anime Magic World Inc. and Bubble Magic Lands Inc. 
with $50,000 in angel investment. AMW sells anime-themed fashions at 

conventions. BML is the only FDA-approved U.S. 
purveyor of “circle lens” cosmetic contact lenses for 
Asian women, and now holds a 70% market share in 
New York City. Both companies have positive cash flows 
and accrued income. Ms. XXX, a former stage artist, 
represents talent, vends merchandise, and provides 
subject matter expertise to producers at 40 pop culture 
conventions per year. As exhibition manager for fashion 
accessory merchandiser He-Man Romance, she led the 

growth of the company from inception to the point where it was represented at 24 
conventions per year; as it reached the point where it could no longer scale up, 
she started her own companies. This past year, Ms. XXX formed 5th Dimension 
Media, which is ramping up as a talent agency for Asian-oriented, U.S.-based 
performers. She resides in Brooklyn, N.Y. 
 

CHIEF MARKETING AND TECHNOLOGY OFFICER 

William Freedman is an independent management consultant. Since leaving IBM 
three years ago, his clients have included Bank of America, New York University 

and the City of New York. He earned an MBA in 
international business from The American University, where 
he served as a research fellow in the Management 
department. He has further credentials from ITIL and the 
Project Management Institute. Prior to IBM, he worked in 
equity research at Deutsche Bank. His financial and 
technological writing has been featured in Investor's 
Business Daily, Euromoney Books, Global Finance, 

Treasury & Risk Management, Tom's IT Pro, and many other print and electronic 
media outlets. Most recently, he served at chief marketing and technology officer 
for BoroughCon LLC. He resides in Island Park, N.Y. 
 
 
 
4.   Description 
 
Project Pingyang will be a content and event management company catering 
to Chinese businesses seeking a credible introduction to the American 
youth market. It will be comprised of both an online and in-real-life campaign 
to promote elements of Chinese pop culture including but not limited to 
fashion, television, film, animation, phone apps, and electronic games. The 
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online presence will persist throughout the year, through social media, podcasts, 
video streams, and other electronic media. The in-real-life presence will consist 
of sales and marketing support at cultural expositions, pop-up retail stores, public 
forums tailored to specific sponsors’ needs, “street teams” to engage the desired 
demographic, and an annual pop culture convention. Although there are many 
pop culture conventions in the United States, and although New York is drawing 
more such in-real-life conventions each year, this will be the first and only one to 
focus primarily on promoting Chinese culture. The annual gathering will feature 
panel discussions, a video game room, and vendor and artists selling 
merchandise. Further, famous actors and other celebrity guests will meet with 
attendees and sign autographs throughout the convention. 

 
The online presence will have as its focal point a web site that will host original 
blog and audiovisual content daily. It will link to a video channel and a podcast, 
which will both be updated at least biweekly with broadcast-quality productions. 
The web site will also serve as a virtual mall for sponsors, vendors, artists, and 
celebrities affiliated with the enterprise. The website will also serve as the 
primary conduit for advanced ticket sales to Project Pingyang’s annual 
convention and other in-real-life events. 
 
A concerted social media strategy will use Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and 
search engine optimization techniques to drive attention to the site and its 
content. The strategy will also rely on podcast distribution and streaming video 
channels, as well as such multipliers as Reddit and StumbleUpon. Such 
messaging services as WeChat – popular with the trans-Pacific population – and 
Kik – popular with American youth – will also be leveraged. Such other social 
media platforms as Snapchat, Pinterest, and Tumblr will also be explored for 
their suitability. A periodic email newsletter will also connect Project Pingyang 
with its intended audience. The enterprise will rely heavily on cultivating 
relationships with influencers who have at least 10,000 followers on their 
preferred platforms, whether that be YouTube, Instagram, Patreon, or elsewhere. 
 
Management has experience and contacts with the requisite technological and 
social media marketing skills to design, develop, and run the web site and 
associated social media. As year-round New York residents, they also have local 
insight into the most desirable and cost-effective locations to stage events. 
 
 
7.   Competitive advantage and innovation 
 
Management has four unique advantages. The first is thorough knowledge of the 
pop culture event management environment. Ms. XXX has numerous contacts 
among vendors, artists, influencers, management, and other stakeholding 
communities. Mr. Freedman has decades of experience as a program participant 
in fan-run conventions and was part of the team that established BoroughCon. 
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The second is Ms. XXX’s full immersion in the Chinese-American community. If 
no money were spent on paid advertising or marketing services, she believes 
that she could still attract at least 1,000 attendees to a weekend convention 
simply by promoting it through her own social network. 
 
Thirdly, management will take advantage of its technological sophistication. 
Sales, operations, and logistics will be improved by integrating handheld devices, 
mobile applications, social media platforms, and application program interfaces. 
 
Aside from all that, however, is Project Pingyang’s exclusive focus on Chinese 
culture. Japanese and, more recently, Korean culture have become familiar to 
American youth, but they have not been exposed in any great measure to 
contemporary Chinese art, fashion, and entertainment. Management is strongly 
convinced that the existing networks of Asia-obsessed Americans can be 
directed to Project Pingyang, and experience much that they would find novel 
and fascinating. They would then want to spread the word throughout their social 
circles to share their new discoveries. This would again drive website views and 
future event attendance. 
 
 
8.   Metrics 
 
Management will measure to specific metrics. Tracking these will provide a 
longitudinal view of management performance. 

SOCIAL MEDIA 

1. Follows (dependent on platform) 
2. Follower growth rate (projected 30%/month for first year) 
3. Podcast subscriptions (projected 10,000 in first year) 
4. YouTube views (projected 500,000 in first year) 
5. YouTube subscriptions (projected 250,000 in first year) 
6. Click-throughs to website (projected 12% from email, 2% from other 

sources) 

WEBSITE 

1. Visits/month (projected 6 million in Month 12) 
2. Views/visit (projected 2) 
3. Ad click-throughs (projected 1 per 1,000) 
4. Average visit duration (projected 90 seconds) 

CONVENTION 

1. unique attendees (projected at 6,000 for 2018) 
2. ticket revenue per attendee ($30.26) 
3. merchandise revenue per attendee ($5.13) 
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4. vendor booth rental revenue per attendee ($2.91).  
 
 
9.   Growth strategy 
 
Project Pingyang’s growth strategy can be isolated into three distinct stages: 

LAUNCH (2017-18) 

1. Establish the web site and affiliated social media program. Vend at 
existing cons. Run pop-ups, custom events, and street teams. Run the 
inaugural event, yielding positive cash flow. 

PAYBACK (2018-2019) 

1. Fund ongoing operations from reinvesting cash flow. Solicit further 
investment to expand by establishing or acquiring new web presence and 
conventions. 

STEADY STATE (2019-2021) 

1. Fund ongoing operations from reinvesting cash flow. Solicit further 
investment to more aggressively expand web presence and convention 
acquisitions, and back-integrate into content management and branding. 

 
Ms. XXX is committed to running the business for at least four years, at which 
time she will make the determination whether to continue as CEO, remain as a 
non-executive board chair, or sell the business. 
 
 
10.   Market size 

POP CULTURE CONVENTIONS 

Pop culture conventions have grown into a multi-billion-dollar industry over the 
past 20 years. The most famous is Comic Con International, held annually in San 
Diego. Also in the top tier is New York Comic Con, which hosts 167,000 
attendees. These, plus events in Orlando, Las Vegas, Chicago, Seattle, Atlanta, 
Dallas, and most other large American cities with significant tourist appeal, are 
used by film and television producers as launching points for their upcoming 
projects. 
 
New York is also home to Eternal Con, Wintercon, Big Apple Con, and 
BoroughCon, each of which draws between 2,000 and 10,000 attendees 
annually. 
 
These grew out of a handful of science fiction literary conventions which date 
back to the 1930s. Now there are approximately 2,000/year worldwide, 
specializing to some degree in literary science fiction and fantasy, comic books, 
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gaming, action/adventure film and television, anime, toys, or any number of other 
fan obsessions. 
 
Borrowing from collegiate sports, the industry has come to view conventions as 
ranking in Division I, Division II, and Division III. These are terms of art that 
perhaps have never been formally defined before, so the following is original 
thinking on BoroughCon management’s part: 
 

• DIVISION I 
o Attracts more than 40,000 unique attendees over three or more 

days 
o Hosts at least one guest who is a household name familiar to non-

enthusiasts 
o Has been run at least once a year for more than three years 
o Either has four or more program tracks or is unequaled in at least 

one particular track 
o Is organized by professional event managers 

 

• DIVISION II 
o Attracts more than 10,000 unique attendees over two or more days 
o Hosts at least three guests well known to attendees if not the 

general public 
o Is organized by professional event managers or exudes 

professional quality 
 

• DIVISION III 
o Attracts fewer than 10,000 unique attendees 
o Hosts no more than two guests well known to attendees 
o Run by fans on an amateur basis 

 
And, as in collegiate sports, one can argue endlessly about who belongs in which 
division, and how strong they are within their division. This is Project Pingyang 
management’s best estimate: 
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Figure 1: Division I and II pop culture conventions in the U.S. 

 
 

ANIME CONVENTIONS 

One subset of the pop culture convention circuit focuses on anime, and it is this 
cohort with which Project Pingyang is closest in terms of target audience. 
Attendees are almost exclusively under 30 years old and skew female, a marked 
departure from the predominantly male audience for superhero comic books and 
action movies. (This gender distinction is rapidly fading, but it persists to a 
significant degree.) Participants in anime conventions often describe themselves 
as otaku, those who celebrate Japanese culture. This affinity does not generally 
relate to any ethnic or cultural bond to Japan; most otaku are European- or 
African-American. Thus, Project Pingyang management believes that displays of 
Chinese or pan-Asian art would be well-received. 

NAME DIVISION STRENGTH NAME DIVISION STRENGTH
SOUTH WEST

Atlanta MomoCon II Strong Albuquerque Albuquerque	Comic	Con II Weak

Atlanta Dragon*Con I Top Albuquerque WizardWorld	Comic	Con I Medium

Atlanta Anime	Weekend II Strong Denver Denver	Comic	Con I Strong

Austin WizardWorld	Comic	Con I Medium Denver Anime	Southwest II Weak

Austin RTX II Strong Honolulu Kawaii	Kon II Medium

Austin Anime	Matsuri II Strong Las	Vegas Amazing! II Weak

Baltimore Otakon I Strong Las	Vegas Official	Star	Trek	Convention II Strong

Baltimore Katsucon II Strong Las	Vegas WizardWorld	Comic	Con I Medium

Baltimore Baltimore	Comic-Con II Medium Los	Angeles Anime	Expo I Strong

Charlotte Heroes	Con II Medium Los	Angeles WonderCon I Medium

Dallas A-Kon II Strong Phoenix Phoenix	Comic	Con I Strong

Dallas Dallas	Comic	Con II Medium Phoenix Amazing! II Weak

Dallas Fan	Expo	Texas I Medium Portland WizardWorld	Comic	Con I Medium

Greenville SC	Comic	Con II Medium Portland Rose	City II Medium

Houston Comicpalooza II Strong Reno WizardWorld	Comic	Con I Medium

Jacksonville Collective	Con II Weak Sacramento Sac-Anime II Weak

Knoxville Marble	City II Weak Sacramento WizardWorld	Comic	Con I	 Medium

Lexington Comic	&	Toy	Con II Strong Salt	Lake	City Salt	Lake	Comic	Con I Strong

Louisville FandomFest II Medium San	Diego Comic	Con	International I Top

Miami Florida	SuperCon I Medium San	Diego TwitchCon II Weak

Miami Magic	City I Medium San	Francisco San	Fancisco	Comic	Con II Strong

Nashville WizardWorld	Comic	Con I Medium San	Jose Silicon	Valley	Comic	Con II Strong

New	Orleans WizardWorld	Comic	Con I Medium San	Jose Fanime II Strong

Orlando Mega	Con I Strong Seattle Emerald	City I Strong

Orlando Anime	Festival II Weak Seattle Sakura-Con II Strong

Orlando WizardWorld	Comic	Con I Medium Seattle PAX	Prime I Strong

Raleigh WizardWorld	Comic	Con I Medium

Raleigh NC	Comic	Con II Medium MIDWEST

Richmond WizardWorld	Comic	Con I Medium Chicago CC&EE I Strong

San	Antonio Alamo	City I Strong Chicago WizardWorld	Comic	Con I Strong

Tampa Metrocon II Strong Chicago Anime	Central II Strong

Tampa Tampa	Bay	Comic	Con II Strong Chicago Anime	Midwest II Medium

Tulsa WizardWorld	Comic	Con I Medium Cincinnati Comic	Expo II High

Virginia	Beach Tidewater II Weak Cleveland WizardWorld	Comic	Con I Medium

Washington Awesome-Con I Weak Cleveland ColossalCon II Strong

Dayton Gem	City II Low

NORTHEAST Des	Moines WizardWorld	Comic	Con I Medium

Atlantic	City AnimeNEXT II Low Detroit Motor	City	Comic	Con I Medium

Boston Anime	Boston II High Indianapolis Gen	Con I Top

Boston Boston	Comic	Con I Medium Indianapolis Indiana	Comic	Con II Strong

Hartford ComiCONN II Medium Indianapolis Indy	PopCon II Weak

Long	Island Eternal	Con II Low Kansas	City Planet	ComiCon I High

New	York New	York	Comic	Con I Top Kansas	City Naka-Kon II Weak

New	York Liberty	City II Medium Madison WizardWorld	Comic	Con I Medium

Philadelphia Great	Philadelphia	Comic	Con II High Minneapolis WizardWorld	Comic	Con I Medium

Pittsburgh Pittsburgh	Comicon II Medium St.	Louis WizardWorld	Comic	Con I Medium

Providence Rhode	Island	Comic	Con II High

LOCATION LOCATION

Division	I	and	Division	II	Media	Conventions	in	the	U.S.,	2016
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There are approximately 140 anime conventions/year in the United States, 
including five in or near New York. The largest American anime con is Anime 
Expo in Los Angeles, which draws 100,000 attendees/year. Vying for a distant 
second place are conventions in Houston, Chicago, Dallas, Boston, and Silicon 
Valley, each of which draw between 30,000 and 35,000 per year. Liberty City 
Anime Con is the largest in New York, drawing more than 10,000. Unlike the 
multi-fandom conventions, which are often owned by such event management 
companies as ReedPOP or Wizard World, anime conventions tend to be owned 
and operated locally. Project Pingyang sees this as an opportunity to consolidate 
the industry via acquisition. ColossalCon, Anime Getaway, and Otakon prefer to 
grow by launching new conventions in other metropolitan areas rather than 
taking over existing ones, and these modest actions go back only two years. No 
other event management companies appear to be making strategic moves of any 
kind. 
 
Anime conventions are well-represented in the Division I and II rankings. The 
above figure lists Momecon (Atlanta), Anime Weekend (Atlanta), Anime Matsuri 
(Houston), Otakon (Washington), Katsucon (Washington), A-Kon (Dallas), Anime 
Festival (Orlando), AnimeNext (Atlantic City), Anime Boston, Liberty City (New 
York), Kawaii Con (Honolulu), Anime Expo (Los Angeles), Sac-Anime 
(Sacramento), Fanime (San Jose), Sakura-Con (Seattle), Anime Central 
(Chicago), Anime Midwest (Chicago), and ColossalCon (Cleveland). Anime 
Southwest (Denver) has gone defunct since this research was conducted in 
2016. 
 
Virtually all broad-based pop culture conventions have anime tracks, though, 
which often draw more attendees than the average-sized (mean ≈ 7,000) anime-
specific convention. 
 
Here is a list of anime conventions in the United States that expect to exceed 
20,000 unique attendees: 
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Figure 2: U.S. anime conventions exceeding 20,000 expected attendees 

 
The conventions most likely to serve as potential partners to Project Pingyang 
are those in the northeastern United States, as illustrated below: 
 

 

Figure 3: Anime conventions in the northeastern United States 

 
 
12.   Earnings model 
 
The following, forward-looking financial projections are based in large part on the 
experience gleaned by Ms. XXX and Mr. Freedman. 
. 

REVENUES 

 
Project Pingyang has three distinct, and roughly equivalent, revenue sources: 
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1. Online content 
2. Brand representation 
3. Pop culture convention management 

 
Management believes that achievable first-year revenue for Project 
Pingyang is $1.1 million, as illustrated here: 
 

 

Figure 4: Project Pingyang projected Year 1 revenue 

 
 
Online Content 
 
There are three main sources of revenue from online content: 1) advertising, 2) 
premium subscriptions, and 3) an online mall. 
 
Management’s projections for advertising revenue are based on click-throughs 
from the Project Pingyang site to sponsors’ sites. (There are other methods for 
charging for advertising space on a web site, but this plan will assume click-
throughs for the sake of simplicity.). The calculation then becomes a 
straightforward price-times-quantity (PxQ) function. Management assumes an 
industry-standard P of $0.01/click-through. For the Q, management starts with 
the total Chinese expatriate community in the United States (4 million), focuses 
on the 16- 34-year-old segment (30%, or 1.2 million), then assumes a 
penetration of 30% to estimate 360,000 unique visitors within the first year. From 
there, management projects that the average visitor will visit 200 times/year, 
yielding 72 million visits/year. Management experience supports an estimated 2 
page views per visit, or 144 million page views/year. If there are 2 ads per page, 
that suggests 288 ad views/year. Using the industry-standard estimate of a 1% 

ONLINE	
CONTENT

37%

BRAND	
REPRESENTATION

36%

EVENT	
MANAGEMENT

27%

PROJECT	PINGYANG
PROJECTED	YEAR	1	REVENUE

(est.	$1.1m)
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click-through rate, the yield would be 2,880,000 click-throughs/year. If that 
2,880,000 Q is multiplied by the P of $0.01, the imputed revenue is $28,800. This 
could conceivably be augmented by charging for advertising on a phone app 
specific to the pop culture convention described below. 
 
The revenue from the mall will also be dependent on click-throughs. Instead of 
charging per visit, though, Project Pingyang will charge a 15% commission on all 
final sales to vendors who list on the site. If 40 vendors collect an average of 
$10,000/year from revenue driven by the mall, then Project Pingyang would keep 
$60,000. 
 
The revenue potential for premium subscriptions is, in management’s view, an 
order of magnitude greater. The assumption is that Project Pingyang can present 
content – original and licensed – compelling enough to charge $18/year. If 5% of 
the web site’s 360,000 annual visitors are converted to 18,000 subscribers, then 
the PxQ would be $18 x 18,000, or $324,000. Unlike advertising revenue, 
though, content is not passive income; this will be discussed further under the 
Expenses heading. 
 
 
 
 
Brand Representation 
Management presents two major ways it can serve as its clients’ brand 
ambassadors: 1) vending at pop culture conventions and 2) orchestrating custom 
events. 
 
Estimating the revenue from vending is a straightforward process. Between 
booth rental, staffing, shipping, and incidental expenses, it would cost an average 
of $5,000 to secure space and provide sales coverage for each convention. A 
50% overhead, or $2,500, would be required for management, sales and product 
training for the representatives, and social media marketing promoting the booth. 
Multiplying the P of $7,500 by a projected Q of 30 conventions/year yields an 
annual revenue of $225,000. As with online advertising, there are ways of 
negotiating these agreements; Project Pingyang could, for instance, take on on 
additional risk for a potential share in the profits, but this plan must be rooted in 
simplicity. 
 
Custom events fall into three categories: 1) pop-up shops, 2) custom events, and 
3) street teams. 
 
Pop-up shops are temporary retail stores in high-traffic shopping districts where 
multi-year leases are expensive and thus risky. Based on market research, 
management assumes $250/hour for rent including utilities for a desirable 
location, $15/hour for each of 4 employees, and a $50/hour overhead fee to 
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cover management, training, and promotion; the total hourly rate, then, is $360. If 
the average  pop-up runs for 40 hours, the revenue for each is $14,400. 
Assuming 10 pop-ups/year, the projected Year 1 revenue would be $144,000. 
 
“Custom events” is a catch-all for mini-conventions or other one-day 
presentations dedicated to a particular brand or product. Project Pingyang would 
charge an average management and promotional fee of $5,000 and pass 
through all predetermined expenses to the client. Assuming 6 such opportunities 
in the first year yields a PxQ of $30,000. 
 
Street teams are swarms of enthusiastic brand or product advocates who will 
appear in public at high-traffic points to promote on behalf of the client. They will 
wear branded apparel, offer samples, and otherwise represent the brand or 
product. Management will assure that these appearances are boosted on 
relevant social media platforms. Hiring street teams is the lowest-cost means of 
introducing a brand or product into a new market. Project Pingyang forecasts an 
average fee of $500 per street team appearance, and 10 such appearances in 
the first year. The PxQ, then, would be $5,000. 
 
 

Pop Culture Convention Management 

The best opportunity Project Pingyang can offer its clients for an introduction into 
the New York market is via a new pop culture convention. Both Ms. XXX and Mr. 
Freedman have deep experience in managing such events, and have identified 
six potential revenue streams: 1) convention tickets, 2) vendor booths, 3) 
merchandising, 4) advertising, and 5) ancillary activities. 
 
Ticket sales.  The typical pop culture convention runs three days: Friday, 
Saturday, and Sunday. Management projects 6,000 unique attendees, 40% of 
whom would purchase three-day passes, 35% Saturday-only, and 25% Friday- or 
Sunday-only. Management experience suggests that 25% would buy tickets in 
advance and the remainder at the gate. Allowance is made for a) discount tickets 
for students, seniors, and veterans, and b) complimentary passes for vendors, 
guests of management, media, children under age 7, and local market 
influencers. Management experience further suggests that, if advanced tickets 
for the following years’ event are sold at the first year’s box office, that would 
yield 10% pre-sales. Projected prices are: 
 

• $55 at the gate or $30 in advance for three-day passes, 

• $50 at the gate or $25 in advance for Saturday-only passes, and 

• $35 at the gate or $20 in advance for Friday- or Sunday-only passes. 
 
Given these inputs, management computes approximately $200,000 in projected 
first-year ticket sales. 
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Ticket sales, then, would constitute around 70% of revenues from the pop culture 
convention. 
 
Vendor space.  No site has yet been selected, but one of the decision 
parameters will be at least 600 feet (~183 meters) of usable storefront. At 10 feet 
(~3 meters) per booth, that yields space for 60 booths. Management estimates 
that 12 will be in prime locations within the vendors’ floor, 18 will be in mid-aisle 
locations, and 30 will be subdivided in half and constitute the “artists’ alley” 
section of the vendors’ floor. Projected prices are: 
 

• $500 per each of the 12 premium booths, 

• $350 per each of the 18 standard booths, and 

• $100 per each of the 60 5-foot (1.5 meter) artist booths. 
 
Given these inputs, management computes approximately $13,000 in projected 
first-year booth rentals. 
 
In addition, Project Pingyang is interested in retaining a cash stream from food-
and-beverage sales. If the vendors’ floor is open 3-9 p.m. Friday, 10 a.m.-9 p.m. 
Saturday, and 10 a.m.-5 p.m. Sunday, then there would be 24 hours over the 
weekend to sell snacks and soft drinks. If revenues average $500/hour, that 
imputes an additional $12,000 in concessions. Combined with the more passive 
income from booth rentals, and Project Pingyang could gross a total $25,000 
from the vendors’ floor. 
 
Merchandising. Management understands the need to demonstrate its ability to 
promote a brand by promoting its own. To that end, the pop culture event would 
make available a series of Project Pingyang merchandise. T-shirts, water 
bottles, and show bags are frequently sold as souvenirs at pop culture 
conventions, and management expects to order 600 of each to be sold. 
Projected prices are: 
 

• $25 per T-shirt, 

• $20 per water bottle, and 

• $15 per show bag. 
 
Given these inputs, management computes approximately $32,000 in projected 
first-year merchandise sales. 
 
 
 
Advertising. Not every merchant who wants to be associated with Project 
Pingyang is going to have a booth. Management would serve them by providing 
a souvenir guide handed out to each attendee and supported by ad sales. This 
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is particularly helpful for local shops and restaurants that would benefit from foot 
traffic generated by the event. Assuming 8 ad pages at $1,000 a page imputes 
$8,000 in souvenir guide advertising revenue. As with online advertising, this 
stream could also be expanded via advertising on the event phone app. 
 
Also, management will provide opportunities for large-scale advertisers to 
sponsor a programming track, a room, a panel, or a banner thanking them for 
being the “official [blank] provider for Project Pingyang”. Management will seek 
$20,000 in sponsorships in the first year. Combined with the souvenir guide 
advertising, this would yield $28,000 in first-year advertising revenue. 
 
Ancillary activities.  Management would be remiss not to indicate that Project 
Pingyang could generate additional revenue at negligible expense by 1) serving 
as a platform to retail tickets to other events and 2) taking a commission on hotel 
rooms and airline seats sold in connection with Project Pingyang’s events. 
 
Based on the assumptions of an average event ticket price of $50, a 30% group 
discount, a $5 markup on resale, and 1,000 tickets sold, management calculates 
that an additional $40,000 could be earned. 
 
Based on the assumptions of an average retail price for a hotel night or airline 
ticket of $225, a 10% commission, and 200 nights or flights sold, management 
calculates that an additional $40,500 could be earned. 
 

EXPENSES 

Total Year 1 expenses for the entire Project Pingyang enterprise are 
estimated at $740,000, as illustrated here: 
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Figure 5: Project Pingyang projected Year 1 expense 

 
There is very little in the way of capital expenditure for such an enterprise as 
Project Pingyang. Virtually every means of production is rented, and almost all 
assets would be consumed within a year. There will be merchandise inventory 
but, as long as management’s forecasts are sound, this should all be sold out by 
the end of the event. 
 

Online Content 

The blend of free and premium content would consist of three distinct sources: 1) 
streaming media, 2) blogging, and 3) U.S. licensure of Chinese films and series. 
For the first year, management estimates these would cost $12,000, $6,000, and 
$100,000, respectively, for a total of $118,000. 
 

Brand Representation 

The expenses (less the management fees) for booth presence and pop-ups are 
$150,000 and $124,000, respectively. Custom events’ expenses would be 
passed through to the specific clients. Management estimates it would cost 
$2,000 for the street teams, for a first-year total of around $276,000. 
 
 

Pop Culture Convention Management 

 There are 11 expense categories for this division: 
 

ONLINE	
CONTENT

16%
BRAND	

REPRESENTATION
37%

EVENT	
MANAGEMENT

37%

GENERAL,	SALES	&	
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10%
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PROJECTED	YEAR	1	EXPENSE

(est.	$740,000)
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1. TALENT. This consists of the appearance fees paid to the actors and 
artists who are featured guests, plus their travel and living expenses for 
the weekend. Management would seek to present one household-name 
celebrity for at least one day, two celebrities who would be considered “A-
list” within the pop-culture community, seven celebrities who would also be 
well-known to that community, and an array of local influencers and 
performance acts. The budget for talent is around $39,000. 

 
2. FACILITIES. This refers to the floor space, power, environmentals, 

access, and physical security required to host the event. The budget for 
facilities is around $61,000. 

 
3. PROFESSIONAL SERVICES. To be fully effective, management decided 

to retain dedicated professionals to handle social media marketing and 
application development. There is also a recognized need to hire some 
event staff for the weekend at both the junior and senior levels, as well as 
some supervisors who would also need to perform some work in advance. 
Management already knows prospective subject matter experts and staff 
members.The budget for professional services is around $59,000. 

 
4. OFFICE. The event would incur insurance and transaction costs 

beyond standard administrative expenses. The budget for the event office 
is around $7,000. 

 
5. MERCHANDISE. This includes the wholesale costs of the branded 

souvenirs as well as the cost of supplying and staffing the concession 
stand. The budget for merchandise is around $12,000. 

 
6. ANCILLARY SERVICES. There would be a $35,000 outlay for wholesale 

event tickets to be resold for a $5,000 profit. 
 

7. PROGRAM BOOK. Printing, shipping, and ebook formatting costs 
would produce a souvenir guide. The budget for the program book is 
around $7,000. 

 
8. COMMUNICATIONS. The event would incur handheld radio and fintech 

costs beyond standard information technology expenses. The budget for 
event communications is around $3,000. 

 
9. EVENT COSTS. This is a catch-all. Management decided it would be 

prudent to have distinct budget lines to cover exigencies that would 
otherwise disrupt the positive experience of 1) attendees, 2) talent, 3) 
vendors, and 4) staff. Event staff should be empowered to spend a 
hundred dollars on the spot if that would resolve an issue with one or more 
guests or attendees. The budget for talent is around $4,000. 
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10. ADVERTISING. Management will not yield to the temptation to rely mainly 

on free media, although that would certainly be part of the mix. It would 
still be necessary to modestly advertise online, on air, in print, and via 
posters. The budget for advertising is around $23,000. 

 
11. OPERATIONAL. This primarily relates to the badges and uniforms worn 

by attendees, guests, and event staff. It is management’s expectation that 
sponsorships would defray at least half this expense. The budget for event 
operations is around $23,000. 

 
Total event management expenses tally up to around $239,000 for the first year. 
 

General, Sales & Administrative (GS&A) 

There are two expense categories for this division: 1) professional services and 
2) office and information technology. 
Management believes that, for the first year, corporate counsel and chief 
financial officer roles can be outsourced as legal and accounting retainers, and a 
budget for regulatory compliance. More modest fees would be paid to subject 
matter experts to assist with design and web development. The largest expenses 
would be for the two sales positions: the development directors in Asia and 
America. These account for $40,000 of the $66,000 budget for professional 
services. Ms. XXX and Mr. Freedman would be remunerated by their economic 
share of the enterprise’s profits. 
 
Supplies, petty cash, and hardware/software expenses are estimated to total 
$6,500. 
 
Total GS&A expenses tally up to around $73,000 for the first year. 
 

ANALYSIS 

The income statement, then, suggests a highly accretive investment case: 
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Figure 6: Project Pingyang income statement 

 
EBIT margin is estimated at 35% for 2018. 
 
Still, Project Pingyang is intended as an ongoing concern. Management expects 
15%/year revenue growth and 20%/year EBIT growth. After four years, the 
assumption is that management would have the option to sell its interest for 4x 
trailing year’s earnings. 
 

 

Figure 7: Project Pingyang growth plan 

 

INVESTMENT CASE 

All this is contingent on initial funding. 
 
A breakeven analysis would have to be predicated on three factors: 1) the growth 
rate of the online content business, 2) the speed to market of the brand 
representation business, and 3) the date of the pop culture event. The first two 
can be estimated, but the third presents a difficulty. It is predicated on availability 
of suitable facilities as well as a vetting of dates to determine which ones would 
be optimal for attracting attendees from the northeastern United States and 
which do not conflict with the schedules of celebrity guests. April, July, and 
September are the most likely months, but that forecast is not adequate to 
evaluate when Project Pingyang will be able to self-fund through operations. 
 
Thus, management has determined that it is advisable to raise 50% of the full 
first-year operating budget, which rounds to $375,000, via equity offering, 
for 20% of voting and operating rights. As an incentive, management is 
offering investors 50% of economic rights to proceeds of the 2018 and 2019 

REVENUES EXPENSES EBIT GROSS	MARGIN

ONLINE	CONTENT 412,800$											 118,000$											 294,800$											 71%

BRAND	REPRESENTATION 404,000$											 275,800$											 128,200$											 32%

EVENT	MANAGEMENT 330,855$											 274,005$											 56,850$													 17%

GS&A -$																			 72,500$													 72,500-$													

TOTAL 1,147,655$							 740,305$										 407,350$										 35%

PROJECT	PINGYANG	2018	INCOME	STATEMENT	(projected)

2018 2019 2020 2021 Terminal	value

Revenue 1,147,655$					 1,319,803$							 1,517,774$				 1,745,440$				

EBIT 407,350$								 488,820$										 586,584$							 703,901$							 2,815,603$						

PROJECT	PINGYANG	5-YEAR	GROWTH	PLAN
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operations. After two years, investors will retain their 20% of annual distributable 
earnings and terminal value. 
 
 
It is management’s intention to never need another cash infusion to fund 
continuing operations. To this end, 30% of all earnings would be retained to 
treasury when the rest is distributed to investors and management at the 
end of fiscal 2018. If projections are met, Project Pingyang would start fiscal 
2019 with $142,573 in initial capital, and BoroughCon 2020 would start with 
$171,087. 
 
This suggests a 35% internal rate of return and, with a conservative 12% 
discount rate, a net present value of almost $322,308 accruing to investors. 
 

 

Figure 8: Project Pingyang discounted cash flow analysis 

 
It is management’s intention not to dilute the equity by adding either more 
investors or more members of the team.  Still, management reserves that right in 
the case of a sharply expanded scope or unforeseen circumstances. 
 
Deeper budgetary details are available upon request. 
 

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 Total

Investor	cash	flow 370,153-$			 142,573$	 171,087$	 82,122$				 140,780$				 563,121$					 1,099,682$	

discount	rate	for	NPV 12%

NPV $322,308

IRR 39%

2017	EBIT	margin 35%

PROJECT	PINGYANG	DISCOUNTED	CASH	FLOW	ANALYSIS
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